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Introduction 
Let R be a ring, A *B a finite locally 
;aim of this article is to extend the 
free complete intersection R-morphism. The 
usual map trB,A : B-d to a zero degree 
homogeneous A-linear complex morphism @B/A : Q&R -Q2$R between the De 
Rham complexes. This morphism will verify the following properties: 
(I) @B/A is a %b?- linear morphism (note that oB/A is A-lincsr). 
(2) Let B-+C be another finite locally free R-morphism of complete intersectioln, 
then oc/A = oe/A 0 @c/B. 
(3) There is a compatibility with every change of basis of A. 
(4) There is a compatibility with characteristic polynomial in the following way: 
If P(X) = Polcar(X, b) is the characteristic polynomial of an element b E B, if 
h : C= A[X]/P(X)-+B is the morphism obtained by Hamilton-Cayley and if 
d”h : &&R ‘$&R is the morphism induced by h, then we have oc/A = @B,,4 0d’h. 
(5) The square 
dh3s 
B*- W B/R 
A”-i2’ 
dh3, A/R 
commutes. (NB,A is the norm map, dlog is the logarithmic differential: dlogx= 
x- ’ d(x)). 
The construction of such a morphism with properties (l), (2), (3) was known in 
the case of field extension; its existence had been proved by using residue theory for 
smooth algebras on a field with characteristic zero (see [4]). When we want to extend 
the trace morphism in a wider area we have to use completely different methods 
than the ones precedently used because it is impossible to obtain this morphism by 
simply generalizing the method used up to now. The hypothesis of complete inter- 
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section is essential nd the construction is based on the following two properties, 
first, the relative dualizing module Horn@, A) is isomorphic to the determinant 
of the cotangent complex, second, if A is a local henselian ring there exists a 
deformation Ac *BO of A 43 where A* is a henselization f a polynomial ring over 
Z and ~4~43~ generically etale. 
We will adopt the following plan: 
Preliminaries on linear algebra. 
Construction of 0. 
Independance of the presentation. 
Deformation i to an etale morphism. 
Properties of 0. 
Simple case. 
Compatibility with characteristic polynomial and with the norm map. 
reliminaries of linear algebra 
i1r-r this section, all tensor products and duals are over a ring B, so we don’t 
specify it. Let E be a B-module, we denote by (det E)” the dual of det E; for any 
degrees MN, Ei=AiE and if u:E+F is a B-linear map, u’=&u). 
1.1. Lemma. Let + : E +F be a B-linear map between projective B-modules of the 
same rank n. Denote L = (det E)“@det F; for any degrees i, 1 sir; n, fi’ is the com- 
posite map 
. 
F’L (F”-‘)“@det Fm (En-‘)“@det F can - E’@L. can 
Then we have the following characterisations: 
(1) If we identifv E’@E with Hom(EnWi,Fn), we have 
VqeF’, V{EE”-~, ii’(q)({) = q A u” - ‘(4). 
(2) If E is a free B-module that admits (el, . . . , en) for a base, denote 
A,k={a=(q ,..., Q),lScr,Z!S l**SQS* Vj,ajE N} 
and 
ea=ealA +e,,EEk 
and identify L with Hom(E”, F”). Then we have, for any i E IN und for any q E F’ 
C’(q) = C e,Al, with A, E L, 
aeflj, 
and such that 
v)%/l~-i, &(e, Aep) = q Au”-‘(ep). 
suppos? that 
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and F are projective B-modukrs in the same rank n. Denote Q = coker(u + v) such 
that WP have the exact sequence 
E=F@c-Q-Q-O, 
A : B +L the map .induced b, det u : det E = En +det f = Fn and h the composite 
map G,,-FOG 
that the triangle 
7 Q. Theit there exists a B-linear map 0 : AQ+AGQL such 
commutes. 
AG@L 
Proof. For any degrees i E IN Sand j E IN, let @i,j be the composite map 
F’@Gj------_, u’ial E’QL@@( GiQL@Giy G’+‘@L, 
8: A(F@G)+(AG)@L the sum of 9i,j ;and 2’ the 
Then the diagrams 
map defined in Lemma 1 .l. 
l@u” I I -i+ 1 u 
EQE’QL 
zan@ 1 -------@+‘Q1 
commute and when we decompose Oi,j we see that 9 vanishes on ker(Aq) and so 
induces 0: AQ+(AG)QL sllch that e= 0 * Aq. Furthermore we have zi’@u’ = 
1pQA. Denote I the canonic;ll injection I: G +F@G. The evaluation of 8 on the 
factors p@Gi shows that WE obtain Q *Al= lnc * A and then we have the pro- 
perty @*Ah=1,o*A. 
1.3. Proposition. Consider a commutative diagram of the foIlowing type: 
u u 
F--E-G 
E’= Fo@M--+ E’= E&MU, G’ 
u’= 
20 a ( > 0 l/ fJ’= (&I, Y) 
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in which E, F, EO, FO ure projective B-modules of the same rank n, M is a projec- 
tive B-module of any rank and where o and b &re indeed isomorphisms on their 
image EO and Fa respectively. Denote by 
A : L = (det E)“@det F+L’= (det E’)V@det F’ 
the isomorphism that we deduce, Q = coker(u + v), Q’= coker(u’+ v’), and 9 and 8’ 
the corresponding maps to u + v and u’+ v ’ given by Proposition 1.2. Then there 
exists d : Q 3 Q’ such that we have the following commutative square 
roof. d is 
8 
AQ - AG@L 
Ad I I Ac@i 8’ 
AQ '-=--AG'@L' 
the factorisation which is obtained in the diagram 
U+U 
E- F@GLQ-0 
al U,+U’ !*_L q’ Id 
E’-F’@G’- Q ‘-0 
Now it is sufficient o verify the commutativity of the squares 
4 u 
F’ - E’@L 
b’ I . I a’@l 
F” “’ - E”@L’ 
For that, first we can suppose M = 0, and then we can assume E and M free with 
basis {e, ...,e,} and {e,,, ,..., e n +M}, respectively and use the second charac- 
terisation of ti’. 
. A few results about complete intersection (for mire details ee 121, [4], [S]). 
tion. A finitely generated A-algebra B (or the morphism A +B) is said 
to be of complete intersection relatively to A if for any ideal 9 in B there exists 
t E B - q such that the localization B1 is isomorphic to a quotient of a polynomial 
ring with coefficients in R by a regular sequence. 
. Let be a finite IOC ly free complete intersection A-algebra, A ’ any A- 
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algebra. Then B’= A’@& B is a finite locally free complete intersection A’-algebra. 
.3. Let A+3 be a finite locally free morphism, let us choose BS C/I with 
C=A[q, . . . , Tn] a presentation f B. Then B is of complete intersection if and only 
if I is locally generated by a regular sequence. Moreover NBIC =1/I’ is a finite 
locally free B-module. 
1.4.4. Let COB/A = (det NB& @B det(&&c B) be the determinant of the 
cotangent complex L ;,A = (NB,c +&A @c B). This determinant is dualizing in the 
sense that there exists an isomorphism WB/AGH~~A(B, A) and that this deter- 
minant is independent, up to isomorphism, of the presentation chosen for B. 
Denote r’:HomA(B, A)*A, uwu(1); r:~B/;1 +A, the map induced by com- 
position, is generally called the ‘Tate map’ [4], 
1.4.5. Local calculation of r. Let B = A[ q, . . . , T, ]/(Fl, . . . , F,) be a finite locally 
free A-algebra so that F 1p .. . , ,F, is a regular sequence of C = A[ TI, . . . ,7”]. Then 
N& is a free module of rank equal to n. The map r : B -+A which gives the duality 
is characterised in the following way: 
Let p : C-rB be the canonical surjection, t = (tt, . . . , tn) the image of 
T=(TI, . . . . Tn) in Bn under the map induced by p (note that F,(t) =O for 
i=l , . . . , n). Then there exist polynomials do(T) E B[ TI, . . . , Tn] such that 
F~(T)= i dtj(T)(q- tj) and we have di,j(tl 
j=l 
= z (t). 
j 
Set d(T) = det(di,i(T)); t is the unique morphism from B to A such that the image 
of d(T) by the following com:posite map 
is equal to 1. (Note that trB/A = d(t) l T in HOIQ(B, A).) 
More generally, if A : B +(clet NB,c)‘@c det B&A = COB/A isdeduced from 
6’ : ND/c --) @!,A & B by det 6’ : det NB/c +det @,A & B, 
then the Tate map 7 E Hom(abIA, A) verifies trB/A = 70 d . 
1.4.6. Proposition. Let A -P B be a finite locally free algebra of complete intersection 
with B=C/Iand C=A[T,, . . . . T,]. For any A-algebra A-A’, set B’ = A?& B and 
C’= A’@A B. 
Then we have a canonial isomorphism 
(det NBt,cf)’ 8~ det(&& +A ‘@A (det NB,c)’ & det &A, 
W’/A = A’@ OS/A is a dualiztng module of B’ on A’ and the Tate map is 7'= 
1,4'@7. 
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2. Construction of 8 
Let R be a ring, let A+B be a finite locally free R-morphism of complete intersec- 
tion and let us choose B = C/I with C= A[T’r , . . . , TJ a presentation f B. When we 
calculate a&, we see that the exact sequence 
is canonically equivalent to the following one 
NB/C ~(~~~~,A~,B)O(~~/R~AB)~~S~~~/R-~O 
where u and v are the values of 8 on the factors &A&B and &&$r B respec- 
tively. NB/c and 56’ ,7/A@C B are projective B-modules of the same rank n; using 
Proposition 1.2 we obtain: 
0: ll~Qjj,~= ~~/R"(/~B(~~,R~AB))~~WB/A 
with ~B/~=(det NB/C)"@B(~~~(S~~,A~~S)). 
T'ne map 8 will be the composite map: 
Remark: t 0 A = tr B/A and for any in fN the following triangle commutes: 
%/R@AB 
can . 
-52' B/R 
The 0 we have obtained is an extension of trB/A to &R. 
3. Independence of the presentation 
Let Bs C/F, C’= A[?& . . . , Tn], BzCVI”, C” = AIUl, . . . , Urn] be two different 
presentations of B. They canonically induce a new presentation f B by Bs C/I, 
C=A[T,, ..-, Tn, U,, . . . , Urn]. Denote by Oc, + and 6, the extensions of trB/A 
defined in Section 2 and associated with the three presentations mentioned above. 
We now have to verify, for instance, that oC,= &. Consider the commutative 
diagram 6’ 
NB/C'- (~~~,A~~~B)O(~~,R~AB) -f&----+o 
I 
6 I ’ 
NB/C- (~~,A~~B)~(~~,R@AB)-~~~ B/R-O 
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We have a kanonical isomorphism sd&& B F(Sa&,A oc, B)@M where A4 is the 
free B-module of 0’ C/A@&S generated by {dc/A(Uj)@l}, j= 1, . . . ,m. We also 
have a canonical isomorphism N B/C@N s NDIc where N is the free B-submodule 
of NB/c of rank m. 
The elements UjE B which are the images of the Uj by the canonical isomorphism 
C”/P+? are also the imagf:s of some polynomials Gj( T) E 6’. 
Let Ej be the class of Uj - Gj(7’) E C modulo 12. Then, by using these &j, we can 
verify that the following exact sequence splits and so we obtain the decomposition 
we wanted. (Observe that d(&j) = de/A (Vi) @ 1.) 
Let o be the canonical isomorphism 
cr : L’ = (det Ne/c)v 0~ det(0 &,A @‘ICI B) q L = (det Ive/c)’ Qe det(Q&,A @i B). 
T and z’ being the Tate maps, consider the diagram 
The left-hand triangle commutes. By using the properties ofdualizing module &&A 
and those of the ‘Tate traces’ we can conclude that after decomposition we have 
@ct = @c. 
4. Deformation into an etttle morphism 
4.1. Proposition. Let A be an henselian local ring, A-, B be afkite locally free corn- 
plete intersection morphism, al, . . . , a, elements ofA. We can find a ring AC, which 
is’ a henselizution f a polynomial ring with coefficients in the ring Z, a finite free 
morphism of complete intersection A0 -+ BO, elements a4 1, . . . , ao,m of A0 and a local 
morphism Q, : A0 +A so that the square 
Ao-B B 
9 I I 
A-B 
is cocartesian, @(ao,i) =ai, 1 s is n, and furthermore if we denote K= FradAo), 
then the morphism K +KiBA, Bo will be etale. 
roof. We can first assume B is a local ring, quotient of a polynomial ring 
3( 8 I?. Gad 
AIT,,, ..a, Tn] by n elements Fr, . . . , F, and AM!3 a finite local morphism. Choose an 
kteger d 2 sup deg(Fi) and denote Al = Z[. ., .X&j, .. . , Yk,. ] with k = 1, . . . , m, 
j-= l,..., n and i=(il,..., ,, i )EN” so that &&d. Note S1 =A1[TI, .. . . Tn], 
G,= C, XhjTi for j= 1, . . ..a. T’= T,‘l l .0 Tk and Br =Sr/(G,,...,G,). Then there 
exists aunique @ such that @(X&j) is the coefficient of T’, @( Yk) = a& and the square 
A-B 
is cocartesian. 
We consider now A0 the henselization f Al above the closed poin.t of Al and Bo 
the localisation of A*@&, 8, above the image of the closed point of B. We can 
then verify that the morphism A0 +BO is a solution to Proposition 4.1 and hence 
we can easily generalize. 
In the same way we have 
4.2. Proposition. Let A be a IocaI hensehan ring, A f. Bg’ C, f and g two finite 
locally free morphisms of complete intersection, aI, l . . , a,,, some elements of A. Ii’ 
is po.&ble then to get a cocartesian diagram 
fo 
A-B 
go 
0 0 - co 
I I 
f I I 8 A-B-C 
in which A0 is a henselization of a polynomial ring on B, a4 1, . . . , aqm elements 
belonging to A0 and such thatb G(aq j) = aj, for j = 1, . . . , m. Furthermore fo, go are 
finite locally free complete intersection morphisms and if K= I?rac(Ao), then the 
morphisms K+K @)A0 Bo and K + KQ$,,., Co will be etale. 
roperties of 0 
5.1. Reduction to the case R =H. Let A-+B be a R-algebra verifying the hypothesis 
given in the introduction. Denote by c : i2~~z-‘sdzI/~~ and d : l2:,~ -+Q~/R the sur- 
jective maps induced by the ‘--oni& map Z-O?. Denote by @& and @z the exten- 
sions of tr B/A defined in Section 2 in the case where R and h are the base rings. 
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Then we get the following commutative square 
$2’ AC 
B/Z -’ %R 
@z 
I I 
QR 
Q&a 
Ad 
-’ szfi/R 
Proof. Use the results given in Section 1. 
Now we will consider 1F! = Z and we will denote 0; = Q&r and Qi = &I& 
5.2. We have compatibilily with base change. 
Let A’ be an A-algebra, A-d3 be a finite locally free morphism of complete in- 
tersection. Then the morphism A’ +A’BA B which is deduced is also a finite locally 
free morphism of comple1.e intersection. 
Denote by @ and 0 the extensions of trB/A and trB’/A’ defined in Section 2. Then 
we have the following commutative diagram: 
Proof. Use the results giv En in Section 1. 
5.3. Transitivrty. Consider A f, I@+ C, where f and g are two finite locally ftee 
morphisms of complete ir ltersection. Then the maps defined in Section 2 verify 
@C/A = @B/A ’ @C/B* 
Proof. We first check transitivity if the maps f and g are generically etale. Now, 
if co is an homomogeneous element of C& we can get a deformation AO-Q$ *Co 
by Proposition 4.2, so that there exists an element COME sd& whose image is u). We 
conclude by using 5.2. 
The extension built ill Section 2 commutes with the diffeipentiak. 
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roof. On tne one hand we reduce to the case where A is a local ring by using the 
injection 
on the other hand, when A is a local ring, we reduce to the local henselian case by 
using the injection 0: >-+&?i# where A’ is a henselization f A. 
Assume now A is a local henselian ring and cc) Eni a homogeneous element. We 
can find by Proposition 4.1 a deformation A0 +Bo of A+B, SO that there exists 
a0 E a_;), whose image is 0. We have then to verify the compatibility with differen- 
tials for the deformation A0 -‘BO given in Proposition 4.1. But in that case, &?A0 
embeds in &I 1;, (K= Frac(A,)), so we just have to verify this compatibility for 
K+Q$&J3~=C*. 
This K+Co is an etale morphism, so we can find K-*K’, a faithfully flat etale 
morphism such that Cc; = K’@& CO SK’? The extension of trGIKI given in Section 
2 is the m-fold sum of the identity map loi, and thus commutes with differentials. 
5.5. The map @ : C&Q +Q$R that ha9 been constructed is Q&linear for the 
canonical structure of the &?&R-modu!e G?ilR. 
Proof. We can check this proposition by induction, using the compatibility of with 
differentials and the commutativity of the triangle 
escription in, the case of a simple algebra 
We calculate now 0 in the case where B is an algebra generated by one element. 
It is the only case where we have explicite formulae. Let B =A[T]/(F(T)) with 
F(T)=Tn+a,_l T”-l+~~~+aO, a+A for i=l,...,n-1. Denote by t the class of 
T in B and by I the ideal of A[T] = C generated by F(T). NB/A =U12 is a free B- 
module of rank 1 and generated by the class of <F(T))mod 12; &?&,A 8~ B is a free 
B-module with cd61/A( T) @ 1 as generator. With respect o these basis the map 
U = NB/A +&A f&B defined in Section 2 !s sin.ply the multiplication by F’(t). We 
have det(n) = F’(t). Denote by dAF(l@t) the element ~~~,‘dA~ai)t’E @@A & its 
image dBF(t) = cyl; dA(ai)tiE f2; verifies dBF(t) = -F’(t)dB(t). 
The map u defined in Section 2 is then the multiplication by dAF(1 @t), 
). The dualizing module q#/A ic; canonically isomorphic to B and 
). The Tate map is defined by 
?(t”-‘)= 1, #)=O for i=3,...,n-2. 
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We denote i%=(Qi)izO and 0’ : G&-d& = 
Descrbtion of 8’. If cu E C$ is the image of an element CT E$2; @B by the 
canonical map we have C(w) = (18 trB/,&a). 
If o=atkdB(t) with aeA, then Q(w)= -l@z(atkdAF(lQt)). 
By calculation, we can prove the existence of the following relations: 
for k=O, . . ..n- 1 
Furthermore choose 
F,(t)= 1, 
F’(t)=tk+a,,._Itk-~+--+an_k for k=O,...,n-1 
as a base of B on A. Then w; have the property 
8 is then completely defined since O*= trB/A and for i 22, @’ is obtained by the 
commutativity of the following square 
$pXl2:, 
can . 
-- Q’ 
B 
(the canonical arrow on the top being surjective in that case). 
Example. R = &,, A+(X), B=A[Y]/(YP-X), p a prime integer, F(Y)= 
Yp - X9 &e/A =O. Denotc: by y the image of Y in B. We have 
o(Yp-‘ddY)) = -~@r(yp-‘dAF(l@y))=l@~(dA(X)@yp-l)=d~(X)+O. 
So we have trB/A = 0 and the extension O#O. 
7. Compatibility with the characteristic polynomial and with the norm 
We can now verify property (4) given in the Introduction and we will use the same 
notations. 
It is easy to verify that @C,A = @BIA od’h when &!A is a torsion free P-module, we 
use the torsion free property and the commutat;vity of @ with the differentials. 
We now reduce the general case to the case where Ss;; is a torsion free Z-module. 
Let tP E B, consider A0 -M,-, a solution of 4.1 above A-@ and such that there exists 
whose image is b. The construction of the characteristic polynomi 
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petted by a change of basis. More precisely if we denote by PO(X) =Polcar(X, bO) E 
A@] the characteristic polynomial, then p(X) = Polcar(X, a) E A[X] corresponds 
to 1 @I&(X). 
Let ho : Co = Ao[X]/.~(X)-+& be the morphism given by Hamiltonian-Cayley. 
We have the commutative square: 
s2f10 is a torsion free module and thus &,IA,,= @&,Q #ho. 
Corollary (Compatibility with the norms). The square 
YB/A I I t9 dogA 
A’-0’ A 
commutes, where NB/A is the norm map and dlog the logarithmic differential. 
Let b E B*, P(X) = Polcar(X, b) = Xn + a,, _ 1Xn- ’ + l + ao, with the above nota- 
tions. Call NY: A[X]/P(X)+A the norm map of C in A and x the image of X in 
C. We have 
&-‘=-a~1(bn’1+a,_1bn-2+~~~+al). 
Setting 
Pn-~(X)~Xn-1$a,_1Xn-2+.~~a1s 
we have 
=&‘d~(ao) = (&(b))-BdA(iVB(b)). 
The idea of extending trBIA to tne complete intersection case was suggested to me 
by D. Ferrand, and was the subject of a “Th&se cue 36me cycle & l’Universit6 de 
Rennes”, that I prepared un r his guidance. I want particularly to than 
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his help and advice, as we i as the members of the “Equipe de Gkom6trie Algtbrique 
de Rennes” for their suggestions and support. 
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